
Personalised 
storage
BESTÅ / FRAMSTÅ / INREDA

BESTÅ/INREDA TV/storage combination 
with sliding doors  

$657

BESTÅ/FRAMSTÅ/INREDA 
has a 10-year guarantee.  

Find out more at 
www.IKEA.com.sg

Foil finish and tempered glass. 
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 
W240×D40, H128cm. Walnut effect.

All brochure prices are maximum prices valid until 31 July 2011.
Visit your IKEA store for much more, and find it all at www.IKEA.com.sg



THIS PAGE: BESTÅ storage combination with doors/drawers $880 Adjustable feet; stands 

steady on an uneven floor. Foil finish. Designer: Marcus Arvonen. W240×D49, H154cm. Black-

brown. 
INREDA DVD rack $9.90 Can be cut to desired size to fit in different spaces. Holds 36 DVDs 

horizontally or 54 DVDs vertically. Synthetic rubber. W51×D33cm. Grey.

RIGHT PAGE: BESTÅ storage combination with doors/drawers $519 Drawers are perfect for 

odds and ends; you get an easy overview of the contents. Knobs and handles are sold separately. 

Foil finish. W120×D40, H230cm. White.

Find that favourite film. INREDA 
inserts help you keep your DVD, 
game and CD collections organised.

BESTÅ storage combination 
with doors/drawers

$880

BESTÅ storage combination 
with doors/drawers

$519
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Show.
Hide.

Organise.



BESTÅ storage combination 
with doors/drawers

$517

BESTÅ storage combination
with desk

$1,177

BESTÅ storage combination 
with sliding door

$232/ea
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For all the pieces you need to 
solve your storage puzzles 
visit www.IKEA.com.sg

LEFT PAGE:

BESTÅ storage combination $628 Panel doors for hidden, dust-free 

storage of DVDs and accessories. Knobs, handles and lighting are sold 

separately. Foil finish. W240×D40, H192cm. Black-brown/high-gloss black.

BESTÅ BURS desk $549 Foil finish. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 

W180×D40, H74cm. High-gloss black.

THIS PAGE:

1. BESTÅ storage combination with sliding door $232/ea May be 

completed with INREDA interior fittings. Foil finish and chrome-plated 

steel. W120×D40, H74cm. Black-brown.  2. BESTÅ storage combination 
with doors/drawers $517 Foil finish and aluminium. W180×D40, H48cm. 

White.  3. BESTÅ shelf unit with glass door $133/ea A shelf unit/height 

extension unit makes maximal use of the wall space and keeps the floor 

space clear. Foil finish and tempered glass. W60×D40, H64cm. White.

1

2 3
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Cosy glow
Aside from creating an inviting 
atmosphere in the room, integrated 
lighting subtly highlights your 
favourite things and makes watching 
TV easier on your eyes.

Made for whatever 
today brings. 
And tomorrow too. 

BESTÅ/FRAMSTÅ/INREDA 
has a 10-year guarantee.  

Find out more at 
www.IKEA.com.sg

BESTÅ doors 
have a 10-year guarantee.

Built to take it 
To make sure our doors and drawers 
will stand up to everyday wear and 
tear we open and close them 30 000 
times.

FRAMSTÅ panels 
have a 10-year guarantee.

Safe and tidy 
Our TV bracket is built to hold flat 
screen TV’s weighing up to 60 kg. 
And the FRAMSTÅ panel lets you 
hide all those messy cables.

INREDA drawers 
have a 10-year guarantee.

Quiet please
Soft-closing drawers open all the way 
and are practically silent.

BESTÅ/FRAMSTÅ TV/storage combination with sliding 
doors $1,184 Panel doors for hidden, dust-free storage of 
DVDs and accessories. Lights are sold separately. Foil finish 
and tempered glass. Designer: Marcus Arvonen/Mikael 
Warnhammar. W240×D40, H204cm. White/high-gloss red.

BESTÅ/FRAMSTÅ TV/storage 
combination with sliding doors 

$1,184
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Little details that make life a lot easier

Filing cabinets help you keep your paperwork out of sight 

and organised.

1. INREDA magazine-end $6.90/2-pk To be clipped on to the 

shelf; easy to adjust to the number of magazines. Powder-coated steel. 

W7, H24cm. Silver-colour. 

2. INREDA pull-out frame $49/ea Pulls out fully for easy overview 

and access to the contents. To be completed with SUMMERA drop file or 

INREDA insert with 2 compartments. Anodised aluminium. Max. load 8kg. 

W53×D36cm. Silver-colour.

Drawers under the TV are perfect for your DVD, game and 

CD collections.

3. INREDA spotlight $99/4-pk LED consumes 70% less energy and 

has at least 4 times longer life than incandescent bulbs in similar lighting. 

Aluminium. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. Silver-colour.

4. INREDA DVD rack $9.90/ea Can be cut to desired size to fit in 

different spaces. Holds 36 DVDs horizontally or 54 DVDs vertically. 

Synthetic rubber. W51×D33cm. Red.

A transparent tray is great for those little things that need a 

home.

5. INREDA wine rack $12/ea Can be placed flat or tilted; change to suit 

your needs. Acrylic plastic. W56×D35cm. Smoked.  

6. INREDA tray $9/ea Easy to take out for full overview of the content. 

Acrylic plastic. Max. load 10kg. W52×D35cm. Smoked.

Sloping shelves let your favourite magazines enjoy pride of 

place while keeping them in place.

7. INREDA magazine shelf $12/ea Powder-coated steel. Max. load 4kg. 

W56×D44cm. Silver-colour.  

8. INREDA drawer $30/ea Smooth running drawer with stop keeping it 

in place. Can be used behind sliding doors. Foil finish and tempered glass.  

Max. load 8kg. W60×D40, H16cm. Silver-colour.



BESTÅ storage combination

$235

BESTÅ/INREDA TV/storage combination 
with sliding doors

$657
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BESTÅ TV/storage combination $987 Foil finish and tempered glass. 
Designer: Marcus Arvonen. W240×D40, H230cm. White.

BESTÅ/FRAMSTÅ TV/storage combination 
$395 Universal wall bracket for 32-60" flat screen 
TV; allows you to attach your TV to the panel. Foil 
finish. Designer: Marcus Arvonen. W120×D49, 
H186cm. Black-brown.

BESTÅ/INREDA TV/storage comb with sliding doors $657 Sliding doors save 
space when open and hide the TV when you are not watching. Foil finish and 
tempered glass. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. W240×D40, H128cm. Walnut 
effect/white.

BESTÅ BURS desk/wall shelf combination $798 Foil finish. 
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. W180×D40cm. High-gloss grey.

Find your favourite combination... ...or create your own.

BESTÅ TV/storage combination $915 Frames in different sizes; allows you to 
create a solution to suit the size of your TV. Foil finish. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 
W240×D40, H192cm. White/high-gloss red.

BESTÅ storage combination $417 Panel 
doors for hidden, dust-free storage of DVDs 
and accessories. Foil finish. W120×D40, 
H256cm. White.

BESTÅ storage combination $235 Drawers 
are perfect for odds and ends; you get an easy 
overview of the contents. Foil finish, aluminium 
and tempered glass. W120×D40, H48cm. Walnut 
effect.

BESTÅ/FRAMSTÅ TV/storage combination $1,740 If you want lighting in your storage combination, 
e.g. behind the TV, put DIODER lighting strip or DIODER multi-use lighting behind the glass panels. Foil 
finish and tempered glass. Designer: Marcus Arvonen. W300×D40, H230cm. Black-brown/high-gloss 
black.

All the way up. Height extension 
units let you build BESTÅ to the 
height you need.

Get creative. You can build BESTÅ 
into almost any shape you like.

HANDLES AND KNOBS ARE SOLD SEPARATELY. FIND THEM ALL AT YOUR IKEA STORE.
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BESTÅ storage combination with doors $683 Frames 

in different sizes; allows you to create a solution that 

makes the best use of your space. Foil finish and 

tempered glass. W180×D40, H192cm. White/high-gloss 

white.

BESTÅ storage combination/wall shelf $707 Foil finish and 

tempered glass. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. W180×D40, min. 

H74cm. White.

BESTÅ storage combination with sliding door $952 Foil finish. 

W240×D40, H192cm. Black-brown/high-gloss brown.

BESTÅ storage combination with 
doors/drawers $544 Foil finish. 

W180×D40, H192cm. Black-brown.

BESTÅ storage combination $352 Panel doors 

for hidden, dust-free storage of DVDs and 

accessories. Foil finish and chromed-plated steel. 

W120×D40, H138cm. White.

BESTÅ TV/storage combination $1,021 Choose between open and closed storage; 

hide or display your things according to your needs. Foil finish and tempered glass. 

Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. W240×D40, H192cm. Walnut effect.

Like some more ideas? Visit www.IKEA.com.sg

BESTÅ storage combination $646 Foil 

finish and tempered glass. W120xD40, 

H204cm. White/high-gloss grey.

BESTÅ bench with castors $98 
1 adjustable shelf; adjust spacing 

according to your own needs. Foil finish 

and tempered glass. W60×D40, H48cm. 

Walnut effect.

HANDLES AND KNOBS ARE SOLD SEPARATELY. FIND THEM ALL AT YOUR IKEA STORE.

The way you like it.  Doors or 

drawers? Handles or no handles? All 

of the above? It's up to you.

BESTÅ BURS TV/storage combination $698 The two boxes in 

the drawers can be lifted out; each box holds 18 DVDs or 50 CDs. 

Foil finish. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. W180×max.D41, 

H48cm. High-gloss red.

BESTÅ storage combination 

$352

Personalise it. Just insert your print 

or fabric of choice behind the glass 

panel.

BESTÅ bench with castors

$98
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Let the fun begin.
Plan your personal 
BESTÅ solution.
You can use any of the combinations in this brochure as a 

starting point, and adapt them to fit your needs and style. 

Pick up the buying guide or download from www.IKEA.com.sg 

to see the full BESTÅ range and prices.

BESTÅ storage combination w sliding doors $375 Foil finish and 
aluminium. W180×D40, H74cm. White/high-gloss white.

BESTÅ storage combination $682 Foil finish and tempered glass. 
Designer: Marcus Arvonen. W180×D40, H166cm. Walnut effect.

BESTÅ bench and wall cabinet $588 Drawers are perfect for odds 
and ends; you get an easy overview of the contents. Foil finish and 
aluminium. W180×D40, min. H49cm. White/high-gloss red.

BESTÅ storage combination $476 Foil finish, tempered glass and chrome-plated 
steel. W240×D40, H48cm. Black-brown.

BESTÅ storage combination

$476 Adjust the volume with the doors 
closed. Your remote controls will 
work through the glass.

HANDLES AND KNOBS ARE SOLD SEPARATELY. FIND THEM ALL AT YOUR IKEA STORE.

Everyday display. Help your 
favourite things get the attention 
they deserve with a combination of 
shelves and glass doors.

Want some extra help?
You keep prices low by doing some of the work yourself. But if you want some

extra help, you can get it at a reasonable cost. Here’s a selection of our services.

Delivery service
Need help getting your purchases home? 

Prompt delivery at reasonable rates is easy 

for you to arrange. At the IKEA store, delivery 

is never included in the price of your furniture, 

but is available if you need it. 

Ask for details and prices in the stores or visit 

www.IKEA.com.sg

Assembly service
Most IKEA products are flat-packed and with 

instructions so you can assemble them at 

home. If you prefer, we have an affordable 

in-home assembly service. 

Ask for details and prices at your IKEA store.

Finance 
It's easier and more affordable to buy your 

BESTÅ storage solutions today with the IKEA 

friends VISA 0% Instalment Payment Plan. To 

find out how you can make big purchases in 

small payments, check with our co-workers at 

your IKEA store or visit www.IKEA.com.sg 

for details. 

See the qualifying criteria below:

IKEA friends VISA 0% p.a. Instalment Payment Plan

Qualifying Purchase Value 0% IPP Period

$300 12 months or 24 months

$1,000 36 months



BESTÅ bench with legs $127 Foil finish. 
W120×D40, H49cm. Black-brown.

$127
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Open daily: IKEA Alexandra (10am - 10pm), IKEA Tampines (10am - 11pm)
Email: customerservice.ikeasg@ikano.asia  Website: www.IKEA.com.sg
Tel: 6786-6868  Fax: 6786-6888

While every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that information is correct at the time of 

print, IKEA reserves the right to correct any misprints or adjust prices due to situations beyond 

our control. All featured products are available on a while stocks last basis.


